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1Optimizing Resource Allocation in URLLC for
Real-Time Wireless Control Systems
Bo Chang, Lei Zhang, Liying Li, Guodong Zhao, and Zhi Chen
Abstract—As one of the three main scenarios in the fifth gener-
ation (5G) cellular networks, ultra-reliable and low-latency com-
munication (URLLC) can be served as an enabler for real-time
wireless control systems. In such a system, the communication
resource consumption in URLLC and the control subsystem per-
formance are mutually dependent. To optimize the overall system
performance, it is critical to integrate URLLC and control subsys-
tems together by formulating a co-design problem. In this paper,
based on uplink transmission, we study the resource allocation
problem for URLLC in real-time wireless control systems. The
problem is conducted by optimizing bandwidth and transmission
power allocation in URLLC and control convergence rate subject
to the constraints on communication and control. To formulate
and solve the problem, we first convert the control convergence
rate requirement into a communication reliability constraint.
Then, the co-design problem can be replaced by a regular
wireless resource allocation problem. By proving the converted
problem is concave, an iteration algorithm is proposed to find
the optimal communication resource allocation. Based on that,
the optimal control convergence rate can be obtained to optimize
overall system performance. Simulation results show remarkable
performance gain in terms of spectral efficiency and control cost.
Compared with the scheme of satisfying fixed quality-of-service
in traditional URLLC design, our method can adjust optimal
spectrum allocation to maximize the communication spectral
efficiency and maintain the actual control requirement.
Index Terms—URLLC, real-time wireless control; co-design;
optimal resource allocation.
I. INTRODUCTION
As one of the most important communication scenarios
in the coming fifth generation (5G) cellular networks, ultra-
reliable and low-latency communication (URLLC) is defined
as a communication scenario to provide high reliability and
low latency end-to-end (E2E) services. URLLC has shown
its potential to provide service to real-time wireless control
systems, which can obtain significant advantage compared
with traditional wired control systems. For instance, the sys-
tem deployment can be modified or upgraded flexibly while
maintaining the commutation quality unaltered. In vehicle
technologies, URLLC is one of the key enablers to in-vehicle
wireless control, which can significantly reduce financial cost
in manufacturing. This further improves fuel efficiency and
reduces gas emission to provide timely, reliable and accurate
control and an open architecture for new applications [1][2].
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Furthermore, URLLC is crucial for vehicle-to-anything (V2X)
communication, which is essential for the vehicle automatic
driving via wireless communications [3][4].
There are some research on wireless control systems, but
most of them analyze URLLC (e.g., [5]–[14]) and wireless
networked control (e.g., [15]–[20]) separately. From wireless
communication perspective, the authors in [21] investigated
the achievable channel coding rate for finite blocklength,
which establish one of the most important foundations of
URLLC design in physical layer. The authors in [22] further
discussed the close form expression of the achievable capacity
in URLLC, which provides a guideline for the URLLC design
in different channel cases, e.g., additive white gaussian noise
(AWGN) channel and Rayleigh fading channel. Based on
the above research, more works focus on URLLC resource
allocation design to maintain the extreme high quality-of-
service (QoS) in URLLC [5]–[12]. For example, the authors
in [5] studied the resource allocation for the uplink commu-
nications and found that a huge amount of frequency and
transmission power are needed to satisfy the extreme high
QoS in URLLC. However, all of the research are targeting
a latency or reliability constrained communication system
without bringing specific control performance (e.g., control
cost, stability, or state update rate) into consideration.
From wireless control perspective, the communication la-
tency and reliability are set as random variables caused by
communication protocols [15]–[20]. For example, the authors
in [15] studied the effect of communication packet loss on the
control performance caused by transmission control protocol
(TCP) or user datagram protocol (UDP). The authors in [16]
further discussed the effect of both time delay and packet loss
on the control performance caused by carrier sense multiple
access/collision avoidance (CSMA/CA). In [20], the authors
provided a survey on the wireless network design for the
control systems, where the latency and the reliability were
discussed in different communication protocols. The above
research indicates that the communication time delay and
packet loss results in control performance loss since they en-
large the sample period of the control systems [20]. However,
no close form expression is obtained to show exactly how
the communication latency and reliability affect the control
performance.
The aforementioned work that separately design commu-
nication and control subsystems cannot guarantee optimal
overall system performance. On the one hand, most of the
research on URLLC intend to maintain the extreme high
QoS only in wireless communications. On the other hand, the
effect of the communication latency and reliability on control
2performance cannot be obtained exactly. In fact, the co-design
of the URLLC and real-time wireless control is critical for both
communication and control. First, communication resource is
extremely limited, especially to meet the ultra high technical
requirements for URLLC. A tailored design for a wireless
control system can significantly reduce the communication
resource consumption. For instance, at some stages when
the control performance is not constrained in an extreme
high level, the allocated wireless resource can be reduced
accordingly. Second, the control performance is determined by
both the control sample period and the communication QoS,
where the sample period should be adjusted accordingly to
optimize the control performance when the communication
QoS is different [20].
We notice that there are some research on communication-
control co-design [23]–[27]. For instance, in [24], the authors
obtained the optimal control sampling period and communi-
cation time delay and reliability by simulation analysis based
on the existing communication protocols. In [25], we further
obtained that different communication QoSs have different
effects on control performance throughout the control process
by simulation analysis, where the control process can be
divided into two stages with different QoS service and the
power consumption can be significantly reduced. Furthermore,
in [26] and [27], the authors analyzed the control stability
with unreliability communications in V2X communications.
However, without close form expression indicating the rela-
tionship between communication and control by co-design, a
high overall system performance cannot be obtained.
This paper aims to optimize the communication resource
allocation by joint communication-control design. Taking the
uplink transmission as an example, our goal is to find
the optimal communication bandwidth, communication power
consumption, and control convergence rate1 by maximizing
the spectral efficiency (SE) while guaranteeing the control
requirement. However, the idea can be extended into the
downlink transmission scenario straightforwardly. Our prob-
lem formulation considers both URLLC QoS and control
convergence rate constraints, while such a co-design is still
an open problem to be explored. To achieve the goal, a key
is to find a method to convert the constraints on the control
sub-system into the constraints that the communication sub-
system can adopt to solve the optimization problem. The main
contributions of this paper are summarized as follows.
 We propose an optimal resource allocation scheme to
maximize the SE by communication and control co-
design, where both URLLC requirements and control
convergence rate requirement are taken into account. The
proposed scheme allows us to use optimal resource to
support URLLC while guaranteeing the required control
performance level.
 We analyze the relationship between the control conver-
1The main control variables are state sampling period and the control input
gain, which jointly affect the control convergence rate. Then, the control
convergence rate further affects the control performance, e.g., control cost
or control stability. By constraint on control convergence rate, the state
sampling period and the control input gain are constrained. Thus, the control
convergence rate is considered as the control design in this paper.
gence rate requirement and communication requirement
on URLLC quality. We find that the lower bound of the
communication reliability decreases linearly with the con-
trol convergence rate. Then, the requirement on control
can be treated as a constraint on the communication reli-
ability, which allows us to convert the co-design problem
into a regular communication optimization problem.
 We prove that the formulated optimization problem is
concave based on the conversion. Subsequently, we de-
velop an iteration method to find the optimal bandwidth
and power allocation.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion II, the system model is presented. In Section III, the
communication-control co-design method is proposed, where
the optimal resource allocation problem is formulated with
control performance constraint. In Section IV, the relationship
between the communication and control subsystems is first
discussed, then an iteration method is proposed to obtain the
optimal resource allocation in terms of maximizing the com-
munication SE. In Section V, simulation results are provided
to show the performance. Finally, Section VI concludes the
paper.
II. SYSTEM MODEL WITH LATENCY AND RELIABILITY
CONSTRAINTS
In this section, we propose the system model by taking
communication latency and reliability into consideration. As
shown in Fig. 1, we consider a typical centralized real-time
wireless communication-control system, where there are M
static sensors transmitting sampling signals of the plant state
to the base station (BS), the remote controller in the BS
processing the sampling signals, and then the BS sending the
calculated control command signals to the M corresponding
static plants. With the control process continuing, the state of
each plant will converge to a preset value. Note that all the
notations to be used throughout the paper for communication
subsystem and control subsystem are summarized in Table I
and II, respectively.
A. Wireless Control Model
In this subsection, we present the real-time wireless control
model considering communication time delay and reliability.
Except the inherent control parameters, e.g., the mass and
the speed of the plant, the main coefficients that contribute
to control performance include sampling period at the sensor
and communication QoS [20]. Since we focus on the control
convergence rate requirement and communication QoS, con-
stant sampling period is adopted. Then, the continuous control
function for the m-th plant is given by a linear differential
equation as [24]
dxm(t) = Amxm(t)dt+Bmum(t)dt+ dnm(t); (1)
where xm(t) is the state of the m-th plant, um(t) is the
control input, and nm(t) is the disturbance caused by additive
white gaussian noise (AWGN) with zero mean and variance
Rm. In addition, Am and Bm represent the system parameter
matrices. To illustrate the system parameters Am and Bm, we
3TABLE I: Summary of Notations for Communication Subsystem
B0 Bandwidth of each subcarrier R Coverage radius of the base station
Cm;n Shannon capacity of the m-th sensor at time index n Tth Maximum transmission time delay
gm Path-loss of the m-th sensor Tm;n Time resource of the uplink for the m-th sensor
hm;n Small scale fading for the m-th sensor Vm;n Channel dispersion for the m-th sensor
Nm;n Total available number of subcarrier m;n Indicator for packet loss
Nm Number of sub-carrier for the m-th sensor m;n Received SNR of the m-th sensor
lm Distance between the m-th plant and the base station Pmax Maximum of transmission power
M Total number of sensors in the coverage of the base station "m;n Packet error probability of the uplink for the m-th sensor
m Index of the sensors (1  m M ) "th Maximum packet error probability in communications
N0 Variance of the AWGN on each subcarrier at the BS m Spectral efficiency of the uplink for the m-th sensor
pm Transmission power spectral density m Payload information of the m-th sensor at each sample time
TABLE II: Summary of Notations for Control Subsystem
Am System parameter on state in continuous control function uam;n Control input calculated by the actuator
Bm System parameter on input in continuous control function ucm;n Feedback parameter calculated by the remote controller
cm Control performance constraint on wireless communications um;n Control parameter for simplify
Jave Average control cost xm(t) Plant state in continuous control function of the m-th plant
N Total sampling time index in control process xm;n Plant state in discrete time control function
n Sample time index m() Lyapunov-like function
nm(t) Disturbance caused by AWGN in continuous control function 
m;n
0 System parameter on input in discrete control function
nm;n Disturbance in discrete time control function 
m;n
1 System parameter on input caused by time delay
nm;n Generalized disturbance 
e0 General system parameter when packet losses
Qm Given positive definite matrix 
e1 General system parameter when packet transmits successfully
Rm Variance of nm(t) 
m;d Generalized system parameter on state
sm;n Sample period of the m-th plant at time index n 
m;n System parameter on state in discrete control function
sm;n Idle time before the sampling at time index n m;n Generalized plant state
um(t) Control input in continuous control function m Control convergence rate
consider a controlled inverted pendulum system as shown in
Fig. 2.
Example 1: The m-th controlled inverted pendulum system
consists of an inverted pendulum and a motorized cart. We
have the plant state x(t) = (ct; _ct; t; _t), where ct represents
the cart’s position, _ct represents the cart’s velocity, t repre-
sents the pendulum’s angle, and _t represents the pendulum’s
angular velocity. The expression of Am and Bm consists of
the pendulum length 2l, the inertia of the pendulum 	, the
friction of the cart r, the gravitational acceleration , the mass
of the pendulum , and the mass of the cart  . By physical-
mathematics calculation, Am and Bm can be expressed as
follows, respectively,
Am =
0BBB@
0 1 0 0
0  (	+l
2)r
	( +)+ l2
2gl2
	( +)+ l2 0
0 0 0 1
0  lr	( +)+ l2
l( +)
	( +)+ l2 0
1CCCA (2)
and
Bm =
0BBB@
0
(	+l2)r
	( +)+ l2
0
l
	( +)+ l2
1CCCA : (3)

To obtain the discrete time control model, we assume that
sm;n represents the sample period of the m-th plant at time
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Fig. 1: Real-time wireless control system model.
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Fig. 2: Wireless control system model for a single plant.
index n, which consists of wireless transmission time delay
Tm;n and an idle period sm;n. Their relationship can be
expressed as
sm;n = sm;n + Tm;n; (4)
where n = 1; 2;    ; N represents the sampling time index
in the control process and N is the maximum sampling time
index. Then, the discrete time control model with time delay
Tm;n can be obtained as
xm;n+1=
m;nxm;n+
m;n
0 um;n+
m;n
1 um;n 1+nm;n; (5)
where 
m;n = eAsm;n , 
m;n
0 =
R sm;n
0
eAm;ntdt

 Bm;n,
and m;n1 =
R sm;n
sm;n
eAm;ntdt

Bm;n. More details about the
control model can be referenced in [20].
Assuming m;n = (xTm;n um;n 1)
T is the generalized state,
then the control function in (5) can be rewritten as
m;n+1 = 
m;dm;n +m;dum;n + nm;n; (6)
where nm;n = (nTm;n 0)
T andm;d =
 
m;n0
I
!
. We assume

m;n = 
m. Then, we have 
m;d =
 

m 
m;n
1
0 0
!
.
Considering the packet loss, we have Prfm;n = 1g =
1  "m;n  1  "th and Prfm;n = 0g = "m;n < "th, where
”1” means that the packet is successfully transmitted and the
control is under closed loop, and ”0” means that the packet
is lost and the control is under open loop. In addition, we
assume that the state estimator is perfect, and then a linear
feedback um;n = mm;n is used. Then, we have the closed-
loop system in (6) can be rewritten as
m;n+1 =

(
m;d +m;dm)m;n + nm;n; if m;n = 1

m;dm;n + nm;n; if m;n = 0;
(7)
which can be rewritten in a general way as
m;n+1 =


e1m;n + nm;n; if m;n = 1

e0m;n + nm;n; if m;n = 0;
(8)
where 
e1 = 
m;d+m;dm is the parameter of the control
system with transmission time delay included in 
m;d when
the data packet is successfully transmitted, and 
e0 = 
m;d
is the parameter of the control system with transmission
time delay included in 
m;d when the data packet is failed.
Furthermore, when there is no transmission time delay, i.e.,
dm;n = 0, the expression (5) can be written as
xm;n+1=
m;nxm;n+
m;n
0 um;n+ nm;n: (9)
Then, the expression (8) can be written as
xm;n+1 =


e1xm;n + nm;n; if m;n = 1

e0xm;n + nm;n; if m;n = 0;
(10)
where 
e1 = 
m;n+
m;n
0 m is the parameter of the control
system without transmission time delay when the data packet
is successfully transmitted, and 
e0 = 
m;n is the parameter
of the control system without transmission time delay when
the data packet is failed. The above discussion indicates that
the proposed presented model in this section can be used
regardless of transmission time delay.
B. Wireless Communication Model
In the rest of this paper, we focus on the uplink from the
sensor to the BS, but the derivations can be extended into the
downlink transmission straightforwardly. For the convenience
of discussion, we assume that the uplink is imperfect that
experiences transmission time delay and packet loss, and
the downlink is perfect. The scenario with both uplink and
downlink experiencing imperfect channel will be considered as
a future work. Specifically, M plants are randomly distributed
in the coverage of the BS with radius R. In addition, each plant
is sampled by a corresponding sensor. To avoid interference,
we consider orthogonal frequency division multiple access
(OFDMA), where each sensor is allocated multiple subcarriers
within a given continuous bandwidth, each subcarrier can be
allocated to at most one sensor, and the given bandwidths for
different sensors are not overlapped. Furthermore, we consider
flat fading channel, where the channel gains over different
subcarriers for one sensor are approximately identical and
perfectly known for the sensor. We assume that the number
of allocated bandwidth and transmission duration for the m-th
sensor at time index n are Nm;n and Tm;n, respectively. Then,
5for the m-th sensor at time index n, the received signal-to-
noise-ratio (SNR) at the BS can be expressed as
m;n =
jhm;nj2gmNm;nB0pm;n
N0Nm;nB0
=
jhm;nj2gm;npm;n
N0
; (11)
where hm;n is the small scale fading for the m-th sensor at
time index n, gm is the path-loss, Nm;n is the number of
allocated bandwidth, pm is the allocated transmission power
spectral density for the m-th sensor, B0 is the separation
among subcarriers, and N0 is the single-sided noise spectral
density. Then, the allocated bandwidth for the m-th sensor is
Bm;n = B0Nm;n. Based on the received SNR, the Shannon
capacity can be expressed as
Cm;n = log (1 + m;n) : (12)
In URLLC, with the constraints on utra-reliability and low-
latency, the blocklength is short and small packet size is
adopted [7]. In addition, the size of payload data transmitted
by sensor in control system is usually small (e.g., about 100
bits [20]), which is suitable to be used in URLLC scenario.
In such a scenario, the impact of decoding error cannot be
ignored. We assume that channel dispersion Vm;n is adopted
to represent the capacity loss caused by the transmission error,
which can be expressed as [22]
Vm;n = (log e)
2

1  1
(1 + 2m;n)

: (13)
When SNR is higher than 5 dB, we have Vm;n  (log e)2,
which is very accurate [7]. When Vm;n < (log e)2, we can
obtain a lower bound of the achievable rate with channel
dispersion by substituting Vm;n = (log e)2. Thus, in the
following of this paper, we adopt
Vm;n = (log e)
2: (14)
For them-th plant, the available uplink rate with finite block
length is the uplink capacity eliminating the error bits that are
introduced by channel dispersion, which can be expressed as
Rm;n = Cm;n s
Vm;n
Nm;nTm;nB0
f 1Q ("m;n) +
log(Nm;nTm;nB0)
2Nm;nTm;nB0
;
(15)
where log(Nm;nTm;nB0)2Nm;nTm;nB0 is the approximation of the remain-
der terms of order log(Nm;nTm;nB0)=(Nm;nTm;nB0), and
f 1Q () is the inverse of the Q-function. Then, the packet error
probability can be expressed as (16) on the top of this page.
For the above channel model, it consists of path-loss and
small scale fading. According to [28], the path-loss gm can be
expressed as
gm[dB] =  128:1  37:6 lg(lm); (17)
where lm is the distance between the m-th plant and the BS
with unit km and is larger than 0:035 km [28]. The small-scale
fading hm;n follows Rayleigh distribution with mean zero and
variance 20 = 1. In addition, small-scale fading is constant
within coherence time, which is larger than the maximum end-
to-end (E2E) time delay. Thus, we consider quasi-static fading
channel, which is constant for each uplink subcarrier within a
frame [29].
From (12), (14) (16), and (15), we can obtain the SE of
the uplink for the m-th plant at time index n, which can be
expressed as
m;n =
m
Nm;nB0
(1  "m;n); (18)
where m is the desired payload transmitted by the sensor,
and the SE means successful decoding bits at the BS per bit.
In this paper, we intend to obtain the uplink optimal wireless
resource allocation by maximizing SE in (18).
III. COMMUNICATION-CONTROL CO-DESIGN
Our goal is to maximize the communication SE and main-
tain good overall system performance. Thus, in the following
of this section, we first discuss the constraints from the
perspectives of communication and control, respectively. Then,
we formulate the co-design problem based on the constraints.
A. Communication Constraint
The main constraints from communication are the limited
wireless resource and URLLC QoS. We assume that the
total available transmission power and bandwidth without
reuse among sensors for each sensors are pmax and Bmax
at each time index n, respectively, where the constraints can
be expressed as
Nm;nB0pm;n  pmax; (19)
and
Bm;n = Nm;nB0  Bmax: (20)
Based on the constraint of the reliability in URLLC, the
successful transmission probability can be expressed as
Prfm;n = 1g = 1  "m;n  1  "th; (21)
and the failed transmission probability can be expressed as
Prfm;n = 0g = "m;n < "th; (22)
where "th is the packet error probability bounded by the
URLLC QoS requirement. Furthermore, the communication
time delay should also be bounded by the URLLC QoS
requirement. Then, we have
Tm;n  Tth: (23)
We assume that the sizes of payload m for each sensor
are identical, which can be rewritten as . Then, for given ,
we have Nm;nTm;nB0Rm;n = . Then, (16) and (18) can be
rewritten as
"m;n = fQ
 
Nm;nTm;nB0Cm;n +(logNm;nTm;nB0)=2
(log e) pNm;nTm;nB0
!
;
(24)
and
m;n =

Nm;nB0
(1  "m;n); (25)
6"m;n = fQ
 
Nm;nTm;nB0Cm;n Nm;nTm;nB0Rm;n+(logNm;nTm;nB0)=2p
Nm;nTm;nB0Vm;n
!
= fQ
 
Nm;nTm;nB0Cm;n Nm;nTm;nB0Rm;n+(logNm;nTm;nB0)=2
(log e) pNm;nTm;nB0
! (16)
where fQ() is the Q-function.
B. Control Constraint
In this paper, we consider the control convergence rate
m as the constraint from the control aspect, where the
sampling period is fixed and the inherent parameters of the
plant are physical reality and change only when the plants
are different. Given physical control system, the main control
variables that can be optimized are state sampling period
sm;n and the control input gain m, which jointly affect the
control convergence rate m. Then, the control convergence
rate further affects the control performance, e.g., control cost
or stability. By constraint on m, the state sampling period
sm;n and the control input gain m are directly constrained. In
other words, that the relationship between control convergence
rate and wireless resource allocation indicates the relationship
between the main control variables and wireless resource
allocation. Thus, the co-design of this paper focuses on control
convergence rate and wireless resource allocation.
To obtain the constraint on the control convergence rate, we
consider Lyapunov-like function for each plant, which can be
expressed as [32]
m(m) = 
T
mQmm; (26)
where Qm is a given positive definite matrix. The requirement
for the Lyapunov-like function is that these functions should
decrease at given rates m < 1 during the control process,
which means that the control process guarantees the plant
state decreasing to the pre-set point. However, affected by
the control perturbation and stochastic communication coef-
ficients, the Lyapunov-like function is random. Thus, for any
possible value of the current plant states m;n, the Lyapunov-
like functions needs to satisfy [32]
E[m(m;n+1)jm;n]  mm(m;n) + Tr(QmR0m) (27)
where E[] represents the expectation operator and R0m =
(Rm 0). The control convergence is guaranteed with m < 1,
which has been discussed in [32]. We conclude it by the
following Lemma.
Lemma 1 (Control Convergence Lemma): If (27) holds
for each time step n = 0; 1; 2; :::; N , then by taking the
expectation at both sides and by iterating backwards we can
obtain
E[m(m;N )]  mE[m(m;N 1)] + Tr(QmR0m)
   
 NmE[m(m;0)] +
N 1X
n=0
nmTr(QmR
0
m):
(28)
Since the sum in (28) converges with m < 1, the second
moments of the plant states decay exponentially, which is
bounded by Tr(QmR0m)=(1  m). 
C. Problem Formulation
According to the constraints from the communication and
control aspects, we formulate the original communication-
control co-design problem as
max
Nm;n;pm;n;m
 =
MX
m=1
NX
n=1
m;n (29a)
s.t.
"m;n  "th; (29b)
Nmpm;n  pmax; (29c)
Bm;n  Bmax; (29d)
Tm;n  Tth; (29e)
E[m;n(m;n+1)jm;n]  mm(m;n) + Tr(QmR0m):
(29f)
In this problem, we intend to maximize the communication SE
with optimal wireless resource allocation in URLLC and con-
trol convergence rate. More importantly, we jointly consider
the control constraint on the control convergence rate m and
communication constraint on URLLC QoS, which is difficult
to deal with in the proposed communication-control co-design
since the control constraint (29f) seems independent with rest
of the communication constraint terms in (29). However, the
control constraint on the control convergence rate m can
affect and is determined by the communication QoS actually.
In the next section, we will deal with the problem in (29) in
details.
IV. OPTIMAL RESOURCE ALLOCATION FOR THE
PROPOSED CO-DESIGN
In this section, we first explore the relationship between
control and communication. Then, we discuss the solution for
the problem in (29).
A. Relationship Between Control and Communication
From (8), we can obtain that the plant state m;n in (8) is
determined by the control parameters and packet transmission.
Then, the expression E[m(m;n+1)jm;n] depends on the
packet transmission probability. From (8), we can obtain that
7the Lyapunov-like function can be expressed as
E[m(m;n+1)jm;n]=Prfm;n = 1gTm;n
Te1Qm
e1m;n
+ Prfm;n = 0gTm;n
Te0Qm
e0m;n
+ Tr(QmR
0
m);
(30)
which indicates that the communication reliability can affect
the control Lyapunov-like function directly. Substituting (30)
into (29f), we can obtain
Prfm;n = 1g
Tm;n(

T
e0Qm
e0   mQm)m;n
Tm;n(

T
e0Qm
e0 
Te1Qm
e1)m;n
; (31)
where m;n 6= 0.
From (31), we can obtain the relationship between the
control requirement on the control convergence rate m and
communication reliability requirement Prfm;n = 1g. Here,
the lower bound of the communication reliability decreases
monotonically with m. This is reasonable since when m is
small, the plant state updates smoothly, which leads to good
control performance [15]. In summary, small m means good
control performance and needs high communication reliability
to maintain the control performance. On the contrary, large m
means the loss in control performance and does not need high
communication reliability to maintain the control performance.
Furthermore, from (10) and (31), we can obtain that the
proposed relationship also works in the scenario where there
is no transmission time delay, straightforwardly.
Let
cm = sup
y2Rn;y 6=0
yT (
Te0Qm
e0   mQm)y
yT (
Te0Qm
e0  
Te1Qm
e1)y
(32)
represent the supremum of the right-hand term in (31). Ac-
cording to Appendix A, we can obtain the optimal cm.
Based on the above discussion, we can obtain the following
theorem about the relationship between control and commu-
nication.
Theorem 1: In real-time wireless control systems, the
communication reliability is actually determined by the con-
trol performance constrained by the requirement of control
convergence rate, rather than the suggested reliability in com-
munications, i.e., being bounded by "th. Their relationship can
be expressed as
Prfm;n = 1g  cm: (33)

Based on Theorem 1, we can obtain the following property.
Property 1: According to the relationship between the con-
trol performance constraint cm and the reliability requirement
1  "th in URLLC QoS, the actual resource consumption for
URLLC in real-time wireless control system can be divided
into the following three cases.
 Case A: When cm > 1   "th, the actual resource
consumption is higher than the bound in the traditional
URLLC resource allocation.
 Case B: When cm = 1   "th, the actual resource
consumption is equal to the bound in the traditional
URLLC resource allocation.
 Case C: When cm < 1   "th, the actual resource
consumption is lower than the bound in the traditional
URLLC resource allocation.

In the following of this section, we solve the optimal
problem in (29). First, we obtain the optimal communication
resource allocation with constraint on control convergence
rate. Then, the optimal control convergence rate can be ob-
tained.
B. Optimal Resource Allocation
In this subsection, we first convert the optimal problem into
a solvable problem. Then, we develop an algorithm to obtain
the solution for optimal resource allocation.
1) Problem Conversion: Though the state update of the
control is relevant in different time index n, the wireless
resource allocation to guarantee the control requirement is
independent. In addition, the available resource, i.e., the trans-
mission power and bandwidth, is independent among different
sensors. Thus, we can drop the time indices n and decompose
Problem (29) intoM subproblems. Furthermore, the constraint
on communication reliability in (29b) should be replaced by
the relationship in Theorem 1. Thus, (29) can be rewritten as
max
Nm;pm
m =

Nm
(1  "m) (34a)
s.t.
"m  1  cm; (34b)
Nmpm  pmax; (34c)
Bm  Bmax; (34d)
Tm  Tth; (34e)
where the control convergence rate m is omitted in the
optimal variables since the expression (32) and the constraint
in (34b) indicate that m can be obtained by "m = 1   cm.
The optimal control convergence rate m will be discussed
later in the next subsection.
Our goal is to maximize the wireless SE by optimal resource
allocation, and meanwhile cause less resource consumption.
To achieve this goal in solving (34), the time delay should be
long enough, i.e.,
Tm = Tth; (35)
which is because large time domain resource can reduce other
resource consumption. Then, we have
"m = fQ

NmTthB0Cm   + log(NmTthB0)=2
(log e)
p
NmTthB0

 1  cm:
(36)
Then, (34) can be rewritten as
max
Nm;pm

Nm
(1  "m) (37a)
s.t.
(34c); (34d); (36):
This is the final expression of the problem formulation. Next,
we focus on the solution to this problem.
82) Problem Solution: In the sequel, we propose an iteration
algorithm to find the global optimal solution of problem (37).
Before that, we need the following properties about m.
Property 2: Given Nm, m decreases monotonically with
p0. 
Proof. It is easy to obtain that fQ() in (36) decreases
monotonically with p0, Then, "m increases monotonically with
pm. Finally, m decreases monotonically with pm. 
Property 3: Given pm, (37a) is a concave function with
respect to Nm. 
Proof. See Appendix B. 
Based on Property 2 and 3, we propose an iterative
algorithm to find the optimal solution for problem (37). Given
pm, the optimal values of km that maximizes (37) can be
found via bisection method. By searching km, the optimal
and minimum value of pm can be obtained by (36). Thereby,
we can obtain the optimal resource allocation to maximize the
communication SE in (37). The details of the algorithm are
provided in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 The proposed iterative algorithm for optimal
resource allocation.
Input: cm, B0, Tth, , N lm < 1, Nhm = Bmax=B0, and the
accuracy requirement of the bisection method 
1: Set pm = pmax
2: Nm =
Nhm+N
l
m
2
3: while "m > 1  cm or Nmpm > pmax do
4: while (jNhm  N lmj > ) do
5: Nm =
Nhm+N
l
m
2
6: Nk = Nk
7: if @( m)@Nm < 0 then
8: N lm = Nm
9: Nm = Nm
10: else if @( m)@Nm > 0 then
11: Nhm = Nm
12: else
13: Nm = Nm
14: break
15: end if
16: end while
17: Obtain pm by solving
1 cm = fQ

NmTthB0Cm +log(NmTthB0)=2
(log e)
p
NmTthB0

to min-
imize transmission power
18: "m = fQ

NmTthB0Cm +log(NmTthB0)=2
(log e)
p
NmTthB0

19: end while
20: pm = pm
Output: Optimal resource allocation Nm and pm.
C. Optimal Control Convergence Rate
Once we obtain the maximum communication SE in (34),
the communication reliability (1 "m) can be obtained accord-
ingly. Then, we can obtain the optimal control convergence
rate m to minimize control cost by solving the following
equation
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Fig. 3: Average control cost with time increasing.
Prfm;n = 1g= 1  "m = cm
=
Tm;n(

T
e0Qm
e0   mQm)m;n
Tm;n(

T
e0Qm
e0 
Te1Qm
e1)m;n
:
(38)
Thereby, we can obtain an optimal overall system perfor-
mance.
V. SIMULATIONS RESULTS
In this section, we provide simulation results to demonstrate
the performance of the proposed method, where the system
models are the same as shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. In
the following of this section, we first illustrate the control
performance. Then, we discuss the optimal resource allocation
to maximize the communication SE.
A. Control Performance
From the perspective of real-time wireless control, since M
plants are independent in communication-control co-design,
we assume that only two plants, i.e., M = 2 plants, are
considered in the simulations. For simplicity, we assume that
both plants have the identical dynamics, where assume that

e0 = 1:5 and 
e1 = 0:5. We further assume that the given
positive definite weight matrix is Qm = 1, the variance of the
disturbance matrix nm(t) is 1, i.e., Rm = 1, and the sample
period is sm;n = 100 ms. In addition, we adopt the average
control cost to evaluate the control performance [30], which
can be expressed as
Jave =
1
N
Nn=1x
2
m;n; (39)
where N = T=sm;n is adopted, and T is the total time of the
control process.
Fig. 3 shows the average control cost Jave with control
time increasing, where we consider three different decreasing
rate m, i.e., 0:01, 0:25, and 0:9. From the figure, all the
curves increase at the initial time. This is because the control
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Fig. 5: The optimal resource allocation with different payload
information m (con’t)
process is performed before the state returns to the pre-set
point, where the plant state update leads to the increasing of
Jave. Furthermore, as the control time increasing, when m is
small, i.e., m = 0:01, the curve has a little drop and reaches to
a low approximative horizontal line smoothly. However, when
m is large, i.e., m = 0:9, the curves have a little drop and
reach to a high approximative horizontal line roughly. This
is reasonable since the plant state update is smaller when the
plant turns to stable than that at the start phase, which leads
to the average control cost Jave has a little drop and reach to
an approximative horizontal line. These phenomenons indicate
that small decreasing rate m leads to smooth state updating,
where we can obtain small average control cost Jave updating.
When m is large, the state updating is rough, which leads to
large average control cost Jave updating. In addition, when
m is small, i.e., m = 0:01, the smooth state updating leads
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to low the average control cost as the time is large enough,
which means that small decreasing rate has better control
performance than large decreasing rate.
Fig. 4 shows the relationship between the optimal cm in
(32) when decreasing rate m is different. From the figure,
the curve decreases monotonically with m from cm = 1 to
cm = 0, which means that small m results in high constraint
on the communication reliability. This is reasonable since high
reliability can guarantee smooth decrease of the plant state
from control perspective, which leads to small decreasing rate
m and small average control cost in Fig. 3.
From the above control results, we can obtain that Property
1 can be redescribed based on the different values of control
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decreasing rate m, where cm(th) = 1  "th. Then the three
cases in Property 1 can be described as follows.
 Case I: m < th. In this case, m < th means that
cm > c

m(th) = 1 "th, where the allocated resource in
traditional URLLC is failed in guaranteeing the required
control performance and more wireless resources are
needed.
 Case II: m = th. In this case, m = th means that
cm = c

m(th) = 1   "th, where the allocated resource
in traditional URLLC is just enough in guaranteeing the
required control performance and more wireless resource
are needed.
 Case III: m > th. In this case, m > th means
that cm < c

m(th) = 1   "th, where the allocated
resource in traditional URLLC is more than that needed
in guaranteeing the required control performance and
wireless resource waste is presented.
In the following of this section, we discuss the communi-
cation performance of our proposed method. Furthermore, we
use cm = 1   10 9, cm = 1   10 5, and cm = 1   10 3
to discuss the communication performance in the above three
cases, respectively.
B. Communication Performance
From the perspective of wireless communication, we as-
sume that the bandwidth of each subcarrier is 1 kHz, the
single-sided noise spectral density is  174 dBm=Hz, and
the distance between the base station and the plants is 100
m. For the URLLC, the maximum packet transmission error
probability is "th = 10 5, the maximum transmission time
delay for the uplink is Tth = 0:5 ms, and the maximum
number of allocation subcarrier is 60. In addition, we consider
the traditional method only considering communication aspect
in [6] for comparison, where the authors intended to minimize
transmission power.
Fig. 5 demonstrates the wireless resource allocation when
payload information m is different. Fig. 5(a) shows the
total power allocation. From the figure, the total resource
allocation (i.e., multiplying transmission power by frequency
bandwidth) increases with communication reliability increas-
ing from Case III to Case I. This is reasonable since high
reliability needs more communication resource to support. Fig.
5(b) and Fig. 5(c) show the allocated transmission power on
each subcarrier and the allocated number of subcarrier for the
m-th sensor. From Fig. 5(a), Fig. 5(b) and Fig. 5(c), both
the allocated subcarriers and allocated transmission power of
the proposed method increase monotonically with m, which
means that more payload information needs more resources
for transmission. From Fig. 5(b), the allocated transmission
power on each subcarrier of the proposed method increases
with communication reliability increasing from Case III to
Case I. However, from Fig. 5(c), the allocated subcarriers of
the proposed method decrease with communication reliability
increasing from Case III to Case I. This is reasonable since
the proposed method in Algorithm 1 leads to an increasing
power allocation from Case III to Case I, which further
leads to the subcarrier allocation reducing from Case III to
Case I while maintaining total resource allocation increasing
from Case III to Case I as shown in Fig. 5(a). In summary,
the higher control performance needs more communication
resources. In addition, compared with the traditional method
in [6], the number of the allocated subcarrier of the proposed
method is significantly reduced. For instance, the number of
the allocated subcarrier is reduced from 60 to 8 when the
payload information is 50 bits in Fig. 5(c), while the allocated
transmission power on each subcarrier of the proposed method
in Fig. 5(b) is increased from  65 dBm to  22 dBm, and
the total allocated transmission power of the proposed method
in Fig. 5(a) is increased from  50 dBm to  20 dBm. This
is reasonable since the traditional method aims to minimize
the transmission power with maximum allocated bandwidth,
which leads to lower total power allocation for the traditional
method as shown in Fig. 5(a).
Fig. 6 shows the spectral efficiency when payload infor-
mation m is different. From the figure, it is easy to obtain
that all the curves increase with the payload information
increasing. In addition, spectral efficiency increases with the
communication reliability increasing from Case III to Case I.
This is reasonable since the allocated subcarriers decrease with
communication reliability increasing from Case III to Case
I in Fig. 5(c), which leads to spectral efficiency increasing.
Furthermore, compared with traditional method in Case II,
the proposed method has larger spectral efficiency, i.e., at
most 700% spectral efficiency performance increasing when
payload information is 50 bits. This is reasonable since our
method is optimal in maximizing SE.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed an optimal resource allocation
scheme to maximize the communication uplink spectral ef-
ficiency in URLLC for real-time wireless control systems.
In this scheme, we considered the URLLC service should
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satisfy the requirement on control convergence rate, which
is formulated as a communication-control co-design problem.
To solve the hybrid problem, the control requirement was
converted into a constraint on the wireless communication
reliability. Then, the hybrid optimization problem can be
replaced by a regular wireless resource allocation problem. We
proved that the converted problem is concave and an iteration
algorithm is developed to obtain the optimal solution. Based on
that, the optimal control convergence rate can be obtained. The
simulation results showed that the proposed method achieves
the maximum spectral efficiency while maintaining the control
performance. The proposed co-design approach established
a theoretic foundation for the URLLC serviced real-time
wireless control system performance analysis and algorithm
design.
APPENDIX A
This appendix provides the detailed calculation of the opti-
mal cm.
Defining Y = yyT , we can rewrite (32) as
cm = sup
Y0
Tr
 
(
Te0Qm
e0   mQm)Y

Tr
 
(
Te0Qm
e0  
Te1Qm
e1)Y
 : (40)
We assume
[Z]n;n = 1=Tr
 
(
Te0Qm
e0  
Te1Qm
e1)Y

: (41)
Then, (40) can be rewritten as [31]
c0m = sup
Z2Rnn;
Tr
 
(
Te0Qm
e0   mQm)Z

(42a)
s.t.
Tr
 
(
Te0Qm
e0  
Te1Qm
e1)Z

= 1; (42b)
Z  0; (42c)
which is a typical semidefinite programming problem (SDP),
and can be easily solved by available concave optimization
[33]–[35]. Once (34) is solved, we can obtain the optimal Z
and (c0m)
. Then, the solution for (40) can be obtained by
Y  = Z  1=Tr  (
Te0P0
e0  
Te1P0
e1)Y 
=
Z
[Zn;n]
;
(43)
and cm can be obtained accordingly.
APPENDIX B
This appendix provides the proof that (37a) is a concave
function with respect to Nm.
Given pm, m is a function with respect to Nm, where
Nm  1. From (36), we have
m=

Nm

1 fQ(NmTthB0Cm +log(NmTthB0)=2
(log e)
p
NmTthB0
)

= f1(Nm)  f2(Nm);
(44)
where f1(Nm) = Nm , and
f2(Nm) = 1 fQ

NmTthB0Cm +log(NmTthB0)=2
(log e)
p
NmTthB0

:
(45)
Property 4: Given pm, f2(Nm) is a concave function with
respect to Nm. 
Proof: Since hm is constant during one packet transmission,
we assume jhmj2 = 1 to simplify the proof. Assuming G1 =
TthB0, G2 = G1  log(1+ gmpmN0B0 ), and G3 = (log e)
p
G1, then
(44) can be rewritten as
f2(Nm) = 1  fQ(NmG2   m + log(NmG1)=2
G3
p
Nm
): (46)
Let
f3(Nm) =
NmG2   m + log(NmG1)=2
G3
p
Nm
; (47)
then we take derivative with respect to Nm in (47) and can
obtain
@f3(Nm)
@Nm
=
G3
2N
1
2
m

G1 log(1 +
gmp0
N0B0
)Nm + (1 + m)  log(G1Nm)
2

= f4(Nm)  f5(Nm);
(48)
where f4(Nm) = G3
2N
1
2
m
, and
f5(Nm) = G1 log(1 +
gmp0
N0B0
)Nm + (1 + m)  log(G1Nm)
2
:
(49)
In (48), it is obvious that f4(Nm) > 0 for any Nm > 0. In
(49), by taking derivative with respect to Nm, we can obtain
@f5(Nm)
@Nm
= G1 log(1 +
gmpm
N0B0
)  1
2Nm
: (50)
Let @f5(Nm)@Nm = 0, then we have
Nm;0 =
1
2G1 log(1 +
gmpm
N0B0
)
: (51)
Apparently, we have Nm;0 < 1 in (51). In addition,
@f5(Nm)
@Nm
in (50) increases monotonically with Nm. Thus,
@f5(Nm)
@Nm
> 0
when Nm  1, which means that f5(Nm) increases monoton-
ically with Nm. This leads to f5(Nm) > 0 when Nm  1.
Thereby, we can obtain @f3(Nm)@Nm > 0 when Nm  1 in (48),
which means that f3(Nm) increases monotonically with Nm.
Furthermore, since fQ() decreases monotonically, we can
obtain the Q-function in (46) decreases monotonically with
respective to Nm. In addition, fQ() is a convex function.
Thus, f2(Nm) is a concave function. 
We have that f(Nm) = f1(Nm) f2(Nm) is the perspective
function of f2(Nm). Then, f(Nm) is a concave function with
respect to Nm [33].
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